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“At first when I heard about climate change, I was a climate 
denier. I didn’t think it was happening. Because if there really 
was an existential crisis like that, that would threaten our 
civilisation, we wouldn’t be focusing on anything else.”   
                          Greta Thunberg

“There is no climate, no place, and scarcely an hour, in which 
nature does not exhibit color which no mortal effort can 
imitate or approach. For all our artificial pigments are, even 
when seen under the same circumstances, dead and lightless 
beside her living color; nature exhibits her hues under an 
intensity of sunlight which trebles their brilliancy.”   
      John Ruskin

“In poetically well built museums, formed from the heart’s 
compulsions, we are consoled not by finding in them old 
objects that we love, but by losing all sense of Time.”  
       Orhan Pamuk, The Museum of Innocence

Museums have an urgent role to play in educating us about 
the ecological crisis, guiding us towards a new cultural 
paradigm, and interrogating the ethical, social and political 
implications of this break with the status-quo. It is time for 
the art world to evolve from privileging short term blockbuster 
shows to cultivating collective conversations and long term 
thinking about our future. Inter13 builds on last year’s 
research foregrounding the educational capacity of a museum, 
to design museums that catalyse us into action in this climate 
emergency.

We will substantially rethink the nature of a museum so that 
it not only minimises its environmental impact – challenging 
Part L – but also embeds ecological thinking into architectural 
projects, cultural discourse and exhibition display. 

Introduction



Top: Ice Watch, Olafur Eliasson,Tate Modern, 2019
Below: Mass Extinction Memorial Observatory by Adjaye Associates, 2013

Working across scales, starting with the exhibition space 
of a single object and concluding with resolved spaces of 
display and education in the city, each student will develop 
a unique architectural language that is conceptual, graphic, 
formal and performative. We will find sites across London, 
unravel museum typologies, learn from archives and AI, 
and disrupt the city with ecological tools that infiltrate 
both the local community and natural context. How should 
we design museums of extinction, museums of synthetic 
aesthetics, museums of erotic atmospheres, museums of 
cyborg-microbes, museums of intelligent plants and more? 
Each project will interrogate the content, curation, formal 
configuration, location, technologies, operational model and 
programming of future museums. 

Over the year, we will engage with the General Ecology project 
at the Serpentine Gallery curated by Lucia Pietroiusti, Julie’s 
Bicycle, a charity that supports creative communities to act 
on climate change, and The Soane Museum, an architectural 
laboratory of education and atmospheres. Architecture and 
art will work hand in hand to take on the challenge set by 
Extinction Rebellion. For museums to remain relevant they 
must provide speculative visions that reframe our relationship 
to our new, steamy world.



Approaches and Methods

Top: Temple of Dendur (Egypt), Metropolitan Museum, New York
Bottom:Fragment of Robinhood Gardens, UK exhibited by the V+A in Venice 2018

Museums and Ecology

Museums are fundamentally places of preservation; through the 
exhibiting and collecting of objects, installations and discourse, they 
draw a line around a particular element defining it as something of 
value to be maintained against the dynamics of time. With highly 
monitored environments and 24 hour temperature and humidity 
controls, natural and artificial lighting, museums are hermetically 
sealed spaces independent from their surroundings.  

As changes are accelerating around us, in the climate, and also in 
technology, the cultural institutions that maintain our objects (and 
with those, our shared values) have an important role in helping 
humanity remember who we are, what we are capable of, and to 
situate us in a historical discourse that points us towards a better 
future. Of particular importance in this is the role of the museum 
in bringing people together, to create audiences that reflect on a 
common subject, and develop a discourse around a set of ideas.

The art world – comprising museums, galleries, fairs – is increasingly 
unsustainable: building temporary exhibition displays, flying artworks, 
curators, and preservationists around the world. There is a close 
connection between the world of museums and the global art market. 
So, what should a museum be in a time of great environmental 
change? What kind of dynamics, and stasis must a museum 
accommodate to make it sustain the best of our culture? 

What should be in the collection of an ecological museum, and 
what new types of spaces and mechanisms of archiving will be 
required? Ecological thinking is about situating an organism in its 
wider environment: each of our projects this year must define that 
environment, one of Nature and Culture working together. This 
research into the ecological parameters of the museum will take us 
back through history and then into the future, leading to provocative 
visions for museums where ecology is foreground.

During each term, we will have representation workshops with our 
ongoing collaborator, Alex Butterworth. Over the year, we will artists, 
curators and environmental experts to our juries, in addition to 
architects and AA collaborators. 



Approaches and Methods
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Inter 13’s design approach is based on the idea of an ‘Architectural 
Obsession’. Through research and design work in term 1, each 
student will find their own obsession, which will guide them through 
subsequent design decisions and modes of representation over the 
course of the year. This rich process enables each student to cultivate 
an architectural language that is legible, experimental and unique. 
We are interested in architectural obsessions that are strongly formal 
and result in a powerful conceptual and experiential affect. 

This year the architectural obsessions will each have a relationship 
to one of these three environmental systems: light, air, or water, 
the essential ingredients needed for life, as well as for creating 
atmospheres. For each of these, we are interested in the entire 
ecosystem of that element in its different states: for example for air, 
we will study the effects of heating/cooling, off gasing, pollution/
dust/dirt, air conditioning, air flow/wind, oxygen/co2 balance. Our 
architectural obsessions will study formal interventions within these 
ecosystems such as thick thresholds for air filtration, folding shutters 
for light control, and water catchers for humidifiers. Through our 
research we will develop performative and poetic designs that relate 
formally and programmatically to our architectural obsessions. 

To develop this obsession, each student will have a ‘Definition 
Folder’ to which they will add relevant precedents, articles, artworks, 
scientific studies, sketches and more. This folder, with its layers of 
references, will convey the full spectrum of the meaning of their 
architectural obsession. It is critical that this is a working document, 
like an ongoing construction project, and will be shown at every crit 
and jury. It constitutes the foundation of the architectural project for 
each student, a private yet shared place for thinking, juxtaposing, 
and inventing. Collectively, these definition folders will form a 
‘Glossary’ on the topic of the architecture of museums and ecology.

We will prioritise large-scale sectional models for our design work 
because they can most clearly communicate spatial relationships 
specific to the architectural obsession, and reveal the interior-
exterior boundaries. This will be supported by precise line drawings 
and visualisations, in keeping with the nature of the architectural 
obsession. These will be made ‘4D’ – incorporating physical 
depth and interactive mechanisms, constructed in real time as a 
performance. The standard paper size of the unit is A2 portrait.  
 

Architectural Obsessions



Brief 1: Weeks 1-3

Top: Inter_13 2018-19 unfolded elevation survey drawings of Sir John Soane Museum
Bottom: Inter_13 2018-19 Jin Ryu Obsession Model of Breakfast Room, Sir John 
Soane Museum

Term 1

Each room in Sir John Soane’s Museum forms its own 
exceptional ecosystem, a carefully constructed interconnected 
web of natural light, reflections, fragments, furniture, artworks, 
poche walls, architectural details. After immersing ourselves 
in its exquisite atmospheres on a study trip to the museum, 
we will step back from the theatre to interrogate how the 
architectural effects are achieved and which infrastructures are 
needed to create the atmospheres.

To study Soane’s unparalleled ability to orchestrate architectural 
effects and environments, and to quickly build a powerful 
arsenal of tools for describing architecture, students will 
draw sectional perspectives of the Soane Museum, showing 
the connections between interior rooms, exterior streets and 
courtyards. These beautiful drawings will interlock to create a 
three dimensional ‘exquisite corpse’ drawing of the museum. 
This will constitute our collective survey drawing of the 
museum.

Each student will then map one existing environmental system 
- light, air or water - in the museum. This mapping will consist 
of two drawing layers: firstly, a technical drawing of the 
infrastructural elements of that system - such as the ways that 
light enters the museum through windows and lanterns, and 
then reflected off mirrors through the space; and secondly the 
atmospheric effects of that system shown as gradients in the 
space - such as the light lux levels. This double-layered drawing 
will become an analytic layer on top of the exquisite corpse 
survey drawing.

Finally we will create provocations that intervene with our 
selected environmental system at the Soane Museum and allow 
maximum environmental control: what formal intervention 
could render the spaces either pitch-black or bleached-white? 
These provocations will reveal the ecological systems at play 
in the Soane Museum, exaggerating them, thereby engaging 
and educating the visitor in the larger political, environmental 
picture.

Unleashing Soane’s Atmospheres



The intention is to first understand 
how Soane created his atmospheres by 
mapping them, and then to modify them 
to facilitate a gradient of atmospheres. 

Brief 1: Weeks 1-3 Term 1

How is day light controlled in the museum now? How how are 
different objects and rooms curated through the control of light? 
How can we use elaborate these systems to create bleached 
environments or carve space with shadow?

How has the role of the fireplace changed since Soane used 
the building as a home? What roles can a hearth take on in a 
museum now? How can its energies be pushed to an extreme to 
create spatial effects, that help blur the distinction between house 
and museum as Soane would have done?     

What are the heating and cooling systems used today compared 
with the original design? What are the required humidity levels in 
different parts of the house, in the dining room versus the archive? 
How is natural light framed, distributed and controlled? What if, 
instead of climate conditioning of galleries to preserve objects, we 
create steam in order to degrade objects?

What are the cleaning systems in place and how is dust 
controlled? What were the levels of pollution in London during 
Soane’s life versus today and how has legislation changed? What 
if we leave the dust and dirt to gather over time until its critical 
mass forms new sculptures?

In which climates did the displayed objects first exist? How were 
they brought to the museum How can different people, animals 
plants and air engage with the intervention? 

What kind of environments allow different kind of objects for 
display? How can exhibitions act as a pedagogical tool to bring 
together different communities? create a collective ground and 
define agonistic, heterotopic space? How can we build audiences 
for architecture through display of elements?  

 
-Maria Shéhérazade Giudici, “From theater of memory to framework for 
memories: John Soane’s museums”, Perspecta 48, 2015 MIT Press 
-Furjan, Helene. Sir John Soane’s Spectacular Theatre AA files 47

-Reyner Banham: The House is not a Home (environmental control) 
-Peter Sloterdijk, “The Anthropocene: A Stage in the Process on the Margins 
of the Earth’s History” in What Happened in the Twentieth Century?: Towards 
a Critique of Extremist Reason (Cambridge: Polity, 2018), 14-15

-Introduction: Davis, Heather and Etienne Turpin, Art in the Anthropocene: 
Encounters Among Aesthetics, Politics, Environments and Epistemologies, 
Open Humanities Press, 2015.
-Introduction: Kai Bosworth and Steve Lyons, “Museums in the Climate 
Emergency,” in Museum Activism, eds. Robert R. Janes and Richard Sandell 
(New York: Routledge, 2019).

Readings to be presented in pairs

Trips and Workshops:

Group/Individual outputs

Brief 1 Jury

-Tour at the Sir John Soane Museum with curator Owen 
Hopkins. On your visits to the Soane Museum, please be sure 
to respect all visitor rules and do not touch anything or cause 
any disturbances or inconveniences to other visitors. Photos 
may NOT be taken of the interior without a PhotoPass (please 
discuss with tutors to arrange) 

-Sectional Perspective Exquisite Corpse: Alex Butterworth

-Sectional perspective in relief of Soane Museum showing 
several rooms connected leading to an architectural and 
environmental obsession. Drawings should fit together to form 
one large unit drawing. (week1)

-Research and Mapping of one existing environmental system 
on top of unit drawing to include two layers: technical 
infrastructure and atmospheric gradient (week 1)
-Model and drawing of Proposed Intervention in one room 
(1:10) (week2+3)

-Presentation of 1 reading in a pair (week2)
-Begin the Architectural Obsession + start the Definition Folder 
(weeks 2-3)

Art  + Atmosphere: 

Architecture + Environment: 

Sir John Soane Museum:



Brief 2: Weeks 3-5 Term 1

Top: Es Devlin- model for Shakespeare and Kanye
Bottom: Hollywood and Vine Architecture of the Internet Celebrity by 
Marc Maxey (student work)

Having initiated research into architectural obsessions, students 
will design a space of display to exhibit objects or atmospheres 
relating to their architectural obsession and associated 
environmental system. These pavilions will be situated in 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields and will be an opportunity to develop the 
formal relationships of infrastructures researched in brief 1. 
This space may be an enclosure, a frame, or a plinth; it may be 
accessible to all or just a few; it may add to existing spaces of 
display or be a new insertion in an unexpected place. Above all, 
it needs to convey the urgency of the environmental crisis - how 
can an architecture of display succeed in this goal? How will it 
shock us or make us cry or laugh? By leaving the confines of the 
museum and breaking into the urban realm, the experience of 
the artwork and the diversity of the audience is entirely different 
like a foreign body disrupting the everyday. How can people, 
animals, plants, air engage with the intervention? The scale 
of the proposal will be appropriate to the object but generally 
these will have a human/plant scale with a focus on the 1:1 
relationship between the object of display and the audience. 

This brief asks for formal and material experimentation 
in the design of the supporting architecture, pushing the 
boundaries of an ecological display. Each student should push 
one environmental and formal idea in a deep and meaningful 
way, rather than dealing with many themes. This brief is the 
opportunity to begin to invent a new world, a new way of 
seeing that recalibrates the culture/nature relationship. We will 
develop formal tools derived from the architectural obsession, 
creating the grammar of our unique architectural languages. 
To do this we will start with a sequence of quick study models, 
these scale-less, site-less abstractions of space will provide 
a testing ground for new formal relationships and material 
manifestations. The final pavilion model at 1:25 will be a place 
of display in its own right. We will need to consider carefully 
how the physical model is viewed: can we place our heads 
inside it, or does it open to reveal itself to us? How can we 
model atmospheric effects, what lighting, mist systems etc can 
we use?

The Display of Temperamental Environments      



Brief 2: Weeks 4-8

Bottom: Design Earth Trash Peaks 2018

Term 1

Top:  Junya Ishigami + Associates, Visitor Center in Park Vijversburg

Beatriz Colomina, “The Endless Museum: Le Corbusier and Mies 
van der Rohe” Log 15. (Winter 2009), pp/ 55-68

Theoretical text relating to architectural theme, to be selected 
individually with each student and synopsis presented to the 
unit. 

Readings

Brief 2 Jury WEEK 8

Individual outputs: 

10+ sketch model iterations (scale-less/siteless) (week 4-5)

1:200 site plan, 1:20 4D Plan and section (week 5-8)

1:20 model of exhibition pavilion in LIF (week 5-8)

A2 Visualisation of a future scenario which foregrounds 
environmental control (week 6-8)  

Definition Folder development: 
-history and evolution of the selected architectural obsession 
including a minimum of 
-5 historic examples  
-5 contemporary precedents 
-5 precedents that widen the conversation of the environmental 
control, element, and action, towards a global ecological issue 
Precedents should include projects from many disciplines 
architecture, art, engineering, landscape, ecology, chemistry 
etc.

Trips

Visit: Drawing Matters + Hauser+Wirth with tutors 



Unit Trip: Open Week 6

Top: Sanaa: Grace Farms, Connecticut
Bottom:  Philip Johnson, The Glass House, Connecticut 

Term 1 New York, New York

We will spend a week in New York visiting a combination of 
museums such as the Whitney, New Museum, Met, Noguchi 
Museum, Dia Beacon, hybrid buildling/landscape projects such 
as The James Rose Centre, Grace Farms and The Glass House, 
and parks such as Central Park and the High Line. Students 
will study and catalogue their architectural obsessions in these 
precedents.  

We will study the formation and function of the architectural 
institutions in the city, including the Van Allen Institute, the AIA, 
and study their relationships to their surrounding urban forms. 
We will interrogate the roles of architecture exhibition and 
event spaces such as the Drawing Center, Storefront for Art and 
Architecture, and the architecture gallery in MOMA and PS1. 

We will hold a workshop with students at Columbia University 
Graduate School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation 
(GSAPP), and present our research on Museums and Ecology, 
while looking ahead to the next brief.

Outputs:

Costs: 

Sketches and photographs catalguing precedents

Return flights to New York
Accommodation (for at least 6 nights) + other expenses
Entry to museums



Brief 3: Week 8 Term 1

Top: Jean Nicolas Durand 1802 Precis des Lecons d’architecture  
Bottom: Andrew Kovacs Plan for a Porch: Homage to Durand 2016

Subverting Museum Typologies

In this short brief we will carry out a series of precedent 
studies of spaces of display that relate to our ecological issue. 
These may be museums or artists studios, galleries or green 
houses. These buildings will be consistently analysed to form 
a unit research book, and then the analysis will be developed 
individually in the students Definitions folder. 

We will interrogate typologies, architectural languages, 
materiality and environmental systems. We will learn from these 
spaces of display, to subvert them in playful ways, exaggerating 
their environmental performance, and formal games. 

Outputs: 

5 Architectural precedents, analysed

1 Architectural precedent subverted to create new display 
conditions

Definitions folder: the above information to be incorporated

Jury Brief 3



Brief 4: Weeks 9-12

Top: Luis Callejas Medellin The River That Is Not                                                
Bottom: Nata Dzhmukhadze : The Death of Light: Site Collage Inter_13 2018

Term 1 Towards a Museum of Experimental Ecologies: 
The brief+ The Site(s)

Ecological thinking requires us to position the organism in the 
context of its entire ecosystem. Moving on from a singular 
object or environment, students will now formulate the brief 
for their new museum proposals and choose a location in 
London. We will find ways to read London through the lens of 
your obsession and ecological systems in order to locate your 
proposal in the most pressing and catalytic situation; a site 
that will change the museum so that- in turn- the museum can 
change the city. 

We are interested in sites that disrupt the 19th century typology 
of a large singular and permanent museum on a major urban 
axis. It is important to question: does the museum needs to be 
centralized or dispersed, does it need to exist at certain times, 
and under certain conditions only. How does it relate to existing 
urban infrastructures: waterways, the tube, energy networks?  
Does the museum need to be static or could it move through 
the city? 

The location should relate to your architectural obsession and 
consider adjacencies to other institutions. This will involve 
site research including photographic documentation, historical 
transformation, local amenities, environmental conditions, 
demographics, and any other relevant issues. 

Having researched the architectural obsession through the term, 
students will be asked to curate the programmes and collection 
of their museums. What kind of collection will the museum 
‘preserve’? How can a museum archive and store an ephemeral 
collection, or will there be no concrete exhibits? Will the 
collection include digital media or be collection of plant, seeds 
or atmospheres? Who will their audiences be and how will they 
experience this collection? It is important that these collections 
are engaged with the wider environmental and ecological 
issues at stake in building an museum in London in 2020. To 
situate this discourse in contemporary or near-future ecological 
scenarios we will mine current affairs articals or accelerated 
science fiction novels to hone the argument for the museum as 
an urgent institution for London. 



Brief 4: Weeks 8-12 Term 1

Top: Smithsons House of the Future, 1956
Bottom: Sanaa- Teshima Art Museum, with  Naito’s “Matrix,” water droplet art 
installation foreground. 

Outputs

2x Newspaper articals on contemporary Ecological Issue at 
stake to be presented to the class (to be scheduled 2 students 
per week- readings to be shared with tutor in advance). 

Museum Name + 500 words text arguing for this 
institution- program and site (to become on screen 
presentation). (week 8)

Site research booklet: (week 8-9)
10-20 site photos taken in person, site sketches 
site plan, demographic information 

2 Collage visualisations of the museum on the site 
(week9)

Programme diagram (week 10)

Booklet of Museum Collection (to include at least 10 
examples) achive/collection + precedent studies

Definitions folder development

Workshop with Alex Butterworth: on-screen presentation 
honing an argument, 

Visit to the Serpentine Gallery and workshop with Lucia 
Pietroiusti ‘General Ecologies’ tbc

Brief 3 and 4 Jury

Trips and Workshops:

Readings



Brief 5: Weeks 1-5

Top + Bottom: Lina Bo Bardi : Sesc Pompeia 1982

Term 2 The Future Museum of Experimental Ecologies

Having established the parameters of the brief – its 
programmes, contents of display, audiences and site(s), 
students will now embark on designing their Museums of 
Experimental Ecologies.  How should we design museums 
of extinction, museums of synthetic aesthetics, museums of 
erotic atmospheres, museums of cyborg-microbes, museums of 
intelligent plants and more? What new programmatic orders and 
economic and ecological exchanges must be present for these 
new museums to change the city and its citizens?  
Each project will interrogate the content, curation, materiality, 
formal configuration, location, technologies, operational model 
and programming of future museums

We will learn from precedents, critique museum typologies, 
conduct archival research, study technological advances in AI, 
and focus on impact on the local and natural ecosystem. We will 
establish rules to our architectural languages, experiment with 
new materials, and test out relevant modes of representation. 
By the end of the term, we will present a conceptual 
architectural proposal for our museums of ecology. 

This brief will develop the project at the scale of the urban 
masterplan, architectural intervention and the detail. Thorough 
an iterative process of plan drawings, model making and 
visualisation we will investiagte the final design of your Museum 
of Radical Ecologies, with extensive display space, experimental 
educational facilities and public exterior space.

We will be pushing our 4D techniques to their limits. How can 
these drawings be manipulated and interacted with to show the 
environmental performance of the projects? These meticulously-
made models, constructed with careful consideration of 
materials and details, will be photographed to form the base 
layer of highly evocative images. 

Brief 5 Jury

Outputs: Site plan, plans, sections, sectional perspectives, collages and  
         models of architectural proposal, Defintions folder updated

Workshop with Alex Butterworth



Brief 6: Weeks 6-11 Term 2

Top: Hidden Doors Exhibition Catalogue
Bottom Brian Ettmer New Books of Knowledge

**TS**New Definitions: Part L

Our TS this year will be focused on developing a radical Part 
L aspect towards your project. We will be deveoping this 
throughout the year using your environmental control element 
+ architectural obsession as a route to consider a new way to 
read the approved documents.

Our definitions folder will be revised, added to, edited and 
tested. We will take the environmental system that we have 
been researching and test how formal variations optmise or 
compromise the design. We will make digital and physical 
models to experiment with bold formal geometries to refine 
our architectural languages and understand how they perform 
environmentally, socially, economically, politically, and culturally. 

Together the unit’s research will form a new glossary of 
definitions for Part L. 

Brief 6 Jury

Outputs

TS document, format will be issued in the unit. We will submit 
late TS.

Document layout workshop with Alex Butterworth
Several Environmental system workshops + simulation 
workshops in term 1 and 2. 

Workshops

We will be working on the following topics, and will use these as 
drivers for your project:

Light: natural/artificial, coloured light, candle light, darkness, 
light levels, uv light, infrared light

Air: heating/cooling, off gasing, pollution/dust/dirt, air 
conditioning, air flow/wind, oxygen/co2 balance

Water: humidity, heating/cooling, steam, mist, pools of water, 
pollution, water purification



Brief 7: Term 3

Top;OMA: The Exhibition Hall, Kuwait (shopping centre with cultural programs) 2015 
Bottom: Le Corbusier: Palais des Congress Strasbourg, France, 1964

Term 3 Exhibiting the Museum of Experimental Ecologies

The last term will be focused on constructing the final model, 
sectional perspective, interior and exterior views and refining 
the argument of the architectural obsession to convey a new 
world that foregrounds the ecological nature of being. 

We will carry out a model making workshop at Hooke Park at 
the start of Term 3. Students will need to cover the costs for 
their accommodation, food, travel and model making materials.

We aim to hold a final exhibition of the work this year at the 
Soane Museum in term 3. This is a unique opportunity to 
showcase your work in one of the most loved museums in 
the world. As you exhibit your museum designs in a working 
museum you will need to consider once again how to build 
audiences and communicate ideas through an exhibition format 
at 1:1 and ask yourself: 
-How can we build audiences for architecture through display of 
elements? 
-How can the display of architecture act as a pedagogical 
vehicle on climate change?
-How can a museum- through its building design and 
collection/curatorial strategy, make a significant change to our 
environmental crisis?
- How can our design reveal the urgency of the environmental 
crisis?

Workshop with Alex Butterworth focusing on verbal and visual 
presentations

Outputs: 
- Final project outputs
- Final large scale sectional model
- 3-5 A2 visualisations
- 4D sectional perspective
- 4D Plans
- Definitions folder

Individual Outputs

Brief 7 Jury, followed by final examination process

Workshops:



Top: Flores and Prats 
Bottom Marcel Duchamp Box-in-a-Valise 1941
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Reesa Greenberg, Bruce W. Ferguson and Sandy Nairne, 
Thinking about Exhibitions (Routledge, 1996) 

Rosalind Krauss, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalist Museum 
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Exhibitions: 
Olafur Eliasson @ Tate Modern 
Nam June Paik @ Tate modern 
Rembrant’s light @ Dulwich Picture Gallery
Natural History Museum ‘The Art of Nature’
Cartier Foundation: Trees (Paris) 

VIDEOS: 
Lydia Kallipoliti: Architecture of Closed Worlds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvFwV8q24C8

Welcome to the Anthropocene | Debate with philosophers Peter 
Sloterdijk and Bernard Stiegler
youtube.com/watch?v=ETHOqqKluC4

Case Studies: 
Galleries / Museums: 
‧ Philip L. Goodwin and Edward Durell Stone, 1939, MoMA, New 
York, USA
‧ Lacaton & Vassal, Palais de Tokyo, 2012–2014, Paris, France.
‧ OMA, The White Cube, 2017, Lusanga, DRC.




